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The first .22 match rifle introduced by B.S.A.
Guns Limited over fifty years ago, employed
the Martini type falling block action and while
continuous development has taken place during
the interim period, the basic principles of
operation remain the same.
The most recently introduced model, the
Martini-International I.S.U. rifle, has been
designed to meet the International Shooting
Union's specification for the Standard rifle.
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continuous "T" slot to provide infinite adjustment for the position of the front sling
attachment. The "T" slot has a filler strip fitted
which can be cut to the correct length after the
optimum sling attachment position has been
found.
Every Martini-International I.S.U. rifle is
accuracy tested at 100 yards from a machine
rest and is required to produce five consecutive
ten shot groups, the average of which must not
exceed .75 in. cutting and no single group from
the five to exceed 1 in. cutting.

Adjustment of the trigger
Before leaving the factory the trigger is set to a
pull-off weight of just over 3 lb. , but provision
is made and an Alien key provided to carry out
subsequent adjustments. To do so it is not
necessary to remove the action.
Two Alien screws are located in the front of
the trigger guard and locked in position by two
locking screws, one on each side of the guard.
To lighten the trigger pull slacken the screw
which locks the adjusting screw marked "T"
with the Alien key provided. Turn the screw
"T'' in an anti-clockwise direction until the
desired weight is achieved. Re-lock the adjusting screw and re-test the trigger weight. If the
trigger weight is to be increased the above
procedure should be followed, but the adjusting
screw "T" turned in a clockwise direction. A
minimum trigger weight of less than i lb., can
be obtained. It should be remembered, however, that where a very light trigger weight is
being used the rifle must be handled with care
and the cocking lever closed gently.
The unmarked screw in the guard controls
the backlash (the amount of trigger movement
after release). To decrease backlash first cock
the rifle and then unlock the screw and turn it
in a clockwise direction. This should be done
approximately one-eighth of a turn at a time,
testing after each movement to ensure that the
trigger will release. After the adjustment the
locking screw must be re-tightened and the letoff re-tested.
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The merits of the Martini type action are
well known to many shooters : the short, compact action, combined with the simple loading
and unloading operation, permits operation
with the minimum of disturbance to the firing
posit ion. These benefits are perhaps best
demonstrated by observing rapid fire events.
The action complete can be removed quickly
and simply by a single take-down screw to
permit cleaning and maintenance without interfering with stock and fore-end bedding. The
components comprising the trigger and striker
mechanism, and the spring assisted extraction
and ejection are all fully machined; no pressings
of any sort are used. All axis pins are ground to
size and those which are load bearing are of
generous proportions. The bottom of the
trigger guard is flattened and serrated to provide a thumb position for standing shooting
while the front of the trigger guard carries
adjusting screws for trigger weight and backlash. After setting to personal preference, these
can be securely locked in position and the
adjustments carried out without removal of any
parts from the rifle.
The relationship between barrel and fore-end
is probably the greatest single influence on
. accuracy: fully bedded, partially bedded, free
floating, one fix ing screw, two fixing screws,
barrel bands - the variety is 'nfinite, but the
object always the same: to maintain the optimum condition regardless of climatic change.
The latest B.S.A. offers a new concept,
utilising an aluminium alloy "V" strut bolted
firmly in three places to the barrel and divorcing
entirely any contact between barrel and wood.
Many marksmen are inveterate experimentalists
and it is recognised that different ammunitions
respond to different conditions of fore-end
pressure. While the accuracy standard of the
B.S.A. with a certain batch of ammunition is
guaranteed from the factory, this fore-end
system does offer the shooter the opportunity
for experimenting without in any way defacing
the rifle.
The underside of the aluminium "V" has a
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DO NOT attempt under any circumstances
to oilstone the sear engagement faces. Great
care has been exercised at the factory to produce correct sear engagement. Hand stoning
will upset the precision with which these
components have been manufactured. This may
.produce an inconsistent let-off and, where a
light trigger let-off is being used, could cause
premature firing.
Barrel
After headspace has been set, the barrel is
locked in the body by two hardened steel
screws. It is not advisable to attempt to remove
these barrel fixi ng screws and no responsibility
will be accepted by the manufacturers for
subsequent performance of the rifle if such
·
attempts have been made.
The butt and fore-end are manufactured
from selected French walnut, hand sanded and
French polished. The butt may be shortened ·
for standing and kneeling by the removal of one
or both of the i in. walnut inserts between butt
and butt plate. Walnut spacers have been used
as they preserve the appearance of the rifle and
are lighter than metal inserts.
In addition to length variation by the walnut
inserts, the butt plate may be adjusted vertically
within the limits permitted by the specification.
The butt is panelled out, again to save
weight, and any savings which have been
achieved have been added where they will do
most good: in the barrel and the action. The
cheek piece on the butt is straight so that the
relationship between sight line and eye is
similar in the three shooting positions.
A Parker-Hale P.H.l. tunnel foresight has
been modified to meet the I.S.U. specification
and the P.H.25 rearsight offers l minute click
adjustment and the eyepiece incorporates a sixhole attachment with aperture 'V ariations from
.80 in. to .30 in.
Alien keys are provided for the fore-end strut,
the butt plate and the trigger adjustment.
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Government Grants
The Joint Shooting Committee for Great Britain, which was
formed in 1955 to co-ordinate the administration and entry
arrangements for International Competitions, and which is now
by its affiliation the acknowledged body for contact with the
I.S ..U. and the British Olympic Association, held its 18th Meeting
in January when remarkable results were reported.
No less than £2,957 was obtained from the Government for
various shooting international participation during 1969. Two
of these were reported in the Autumn issue, page 30. This money
was shared between the three National Associations, more or '
less equally.
Applications have, or will be made, for 1970 International
engagements, one of which is an N.R.A. West Indies Tour for
which £1,212 has been offered. Another N.R.A. sponsorship is
that of a Muzzle Loading Team to fire a match in France in
June. The amount for the World Championships in Phoenix,
Arizona, U.S.A., in October will be larger than any previous
application if money can be raised for the other half of travel
and all Jiving costs. The Committee reaffirmed its policy to
sponsor only those who had reached I.S.U. Gold Medal Standards
in the Trials for selection. The high cost of travel, meals and
accommodation for the Phoenix project underlines the necessity
for sending only the very best, and even it a trialist achieves the
Gold MedaJ standard, no entry guarantees can be made.

Distinguished Service

br. E. Van C/aydon the Sussex County Preside/11 had the
pleasure of presenting our Distinguished Service Award to the
Secretary of one of his most active clubs. Mrs . J. M. Eldridge
is the recipient, her husband and sons take a most active part
in the affairs of the Fe/bridge Club whose Chairman Gwyn
Powe/1 is also the County Chairman.
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1 Turn in 16 in. Right Hand

43 in.- 44 in.
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Minus i in. in two .g-in. increments
Up! in.; Down ~ in .
1.72 in._
Less than ! lb. - 5 lb.
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SPECIFICATION:
Barrel Length
Barrel Diameter
Rifling Grooves
Rifling Twist
Overall Length
Butt Plate Adjustment
for Length
Butt Plate Adjustment
for Height
Sight Line to Comb
Trigger Pull Adjustment
Height of Sight Line
above Bore

£3m. in big new deal for sport
The future of sport and recreation too¥: an important step
forward last month with the news that 200 schools to be built in
this country will be equipped with facilities for adult and pupil
use.
The Minister for Sport, Denis Howell, said this is a dream
coming true.
Some years ago he said it was a waste to have school buildings limited in their use to seven hours a day, five days 'a week
for 35 weeks a year.
"At last we will have facilities open for 12 hours a day, every
day of the year. And it is a vital step forward in British sport."
A pupil public share-of-facilities scheme has taken place in
Bingham, Nottinghamshire. And its success is undeniable. The
local authority hoped 100,000 members of the public would take
advantage of the schools' facilities . .. and 155,000 turned out in
the first year.
This scheme is just one aspect of the Minister's struggle to place
Britain in the first division of international competition ... and
at tne same time create a healthier nation.
During the present financial year £3 million will be ploughed
into sport. And that compares favourably with the £500,000 set
aside in his first year of office.
·
"Grants to the national governing bodies of sport in England,
Scotland and Wales will total £840,104 tills year - and £232,651
has gone on administration and coaching alone," says the
Minister.
We remind -Club Officials that the present procedures for
obtaining Government Grants towards Range Constructions
were detailed in our Summer 1969 issue on page 6.
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Working for Sport -The C.C.P.R.
The 29th Annual General Meeting was held in November last
under the Chairmanship of Sir Stanley Rous, c.B.E., J.P., when
tributes were paid to the hard working Officials of the Central
Council ofPhysical Recreation. SirStanley is perhaps better known
for his connection with soccer as President of the International
Federation. The Secretary-General of the C.C.P.R. is Mr. Waiter
Winterbottom, o.B.E., himself a former Manager of England
Football Teams, whilst the Minister Responsible for Sport, The
Rt. Hon. Mr. Denis Howell, M.P., is a registered Soccer Referee.
It is not unnatural that eur National sport should produce these
three leaders in our Government Sponsored and partly financed
Sports Council and Central Council of Physical Recreation. In
the past four years, however, a tremendous impetus has been
given to sport by the Minister who has formed the Sports Council
and during the period 1966-1969 has advised H.M. Government
on distributing grants. For instance, in 1968-69 104 sporting
bedies received £832,560 whilst capital grants for local clubs
and National facilities amounted to £1,432,685.

The Sports Council has its Regional Sports Councils which
coincide in operational territories with the Regional offices of
the C.C.P.R., and in fact it is the C.C.P.R. which serves as the
Secretariat to the Sports Council.
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